Why I Want to Imporove my Academic Scores in Math,
English, Computer Science, and Engineering
Coming into highschool, I have high hopes for many goals both academically and personally.
The goals academically are improving in all academic fields, specifically Math, English,
Computer Science, and Engineer. Besides those, the goals I hope to accomplish personally are
to be a healthier person, create a bigger bond with my peers and teachers, and to be able to be
more outgoing both in class and outside of class. Hopefully after accomplishing these goals, I
will be ready for sophomore year and be a better student in general.
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To begin, the main goal for all my years at Oxford has always been to improve in all academic
fields. This year is no different, therefore, I hope to improve, specifically, in Math, English,
Computer Science, and Engineer. For Math, I want to learn and understand all the new
concepts that will be taught, such as basic trigonometry and new vocabulary. In English, I wish
to become a better reader and writer. To accomplish this, I hope to learn new syntax and new
ways to look at texts to be able to have a better analysis. Also, for Computer Science, I want to
learn the basics of programming in different languages, like Lua, Java, and Python. Lastly, in
Engineering, I hope to learn how to use this skills I learn to be a better problem solver and to be
able to create mechanisms froms scratch.
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Additionally, another one of my goals this year is to be a healthier person. Being healthier as a
student boosts your confidence and motivation, therefore, making learning more exciting and
efficient. With this, it will definitely help accomplish my main goal to improve in all academic
fields. Anyways, to be healthier, I plan to do some form of exercise everyday. Although I will do
other athletic things in PE, my main form of exercise will most likely be soccer. This is because I
play soccer almost everyday after school or outside of school and that I hope to join Oxford JV
Girls Soccer Team.
Another personal goal that I would like to accomplish is to create a bigger bond with my peers
and teacher. In middle school, I was only friends with about a third of my grade, which makes it
harder to work with the other two thirds, now, that I have classes with them this year. So, being
able to make new friends and build new bonds will help me not only in classes, but also in life.
Also, I would like to create a bigger bond with my teachers because this will help me
communicate with them when I need to and it will make me a better learner.
Finally, speaking of creating bigger bonds, another goal is to be more outgoing. I’ve always
been more on the shy side, which isn’t what a good student should be. Therefore, I plan to join
clubs, such as STEM and the Key Club, to become a role model. Not only will this make me
become more outgoing, this will also be great for my college applications. Additionally, I will be
participating in more school events, like the dances and activities. I will also be more outgoing in
class. This means that I have to be more comfortable with raising my hand and speaking up
whenever I have a thought.
In conclusion, I have big plans for making this the year where I change and become a better
student. To clarify, I have high hopes for improving in all academic fields, specifically, Math,
English, Computer Science, and Engineer. I also have personal goals to be more healthy by
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exercising more frequently and to be more outgoing by creating bigger bonds with my peers and
teachers and to be more participating in school. All in all, I hope to accomplish all these goals to
have a wonderful year.
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